Previous data from indirect techniques used to study charm hadroproduction, suffer from the fact that the derived cross sections are model dependent and the model parameters can only be inferred from the observed distributions via detailed Monte Carlo calculations. The LEBC-EHS experiment represents a substantially new approach. In this experiment the high resolution hydrogen bubble chamber LEBC has been used to directly observe the charmed particle decay vertices associated with 360 GeV < and 360 GeV proton interactions. Production is in hydrogen and therefore there is no "A" dependence correction, and the individual charmed particles are identified by kinematic fits using the spectrometer information. Even when the primary production is very complex the observation of both production and decayvertices removes the usual combinatorial problems of a pure counter experiment. No attempt is made to select charm using a complex fast trigger; all events are recorded and the charm candidates found from careful scanning and measuring of the high resolution pictures. Events are selected at the scanning stage using conditions based on transverse distances related to the decay kinematics and particle lifetimes but independent of the production XF and pi. The spectrometer acceptance is high and independent of xF for all XF)O.
The data is therefore essentially unbiased for the study of production in the forward direction; eventweights are small and depend only on decay properties. The defect of NA16 is the absence of particle identification and as a consequence kinematic ambiguities can exist between D, F and Atc interpretations for charged charm decays. This problem has been treated in the followkng way; 1) Only well constrained fits are used (3C or 2C); 2) In the case of residual ambiguities a Cabibbo allowed solution is preferred over a Cabibbo supressed solution and a Cabibbo allowed D-solution is preferred over an F or /\+ solution. states. In fig. 1 the 5 distribution, for XF>O, is shown for the potentially leading states (la) and the non-leading states-(lb) separately. The D-and Do distribution extends to high xF whilst the D+ and Do are all centrally produced i.e. x~<0.2. Fig. lc) shows an integral plot for all states. The lines correspond to n = 5 and n = 1 for a differential distribution of the form (1-x)"'.
-
The study of prompt muon production in the Fermilab experiment E595 (278 $eVx Fe) also shows evidence for both leading and central production of D mesons. The/u spectrutm implies D+, Do production like (I-x)~ and the p-spectrum implies D-, Do like (1-x).
Unfortunately these distributions mix leading and non-leading states. For thep+ distribution the larger leptonic branching ratio for D+ is compensated by the larger production (indicated from NA16) of DO_ The exponent 3 therefore could reasonably arise from a mixture of 1 and 5. The& distribution however derives mainly from the Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphyscol:1982333 C.M. F i s h e r C3-1 47 D-d i s t r i b u t i o n s i n c e t h e D-h a s t h e h i g h e r l e p t o n i c branching r a t i o and i s s t r o n g l y produced. Moreover t h e Do has a l s o a leading component coming from D*-decay. Thus t h e (1-x)l d i s t r i b u t i o n from t h e y -spectrum can be taken a s evidence f o r leading production i n X-p .
F i n a l l y t h e ACCMOR c o l l a b o r a t i o n (NAl1) a t t h e SPS observe D** produced i n 1751200 GeV x-Be i n t e r a c t i o n s w i t h a s i n g l e e l e c t r o n t r i g g e r . The d i s t r i b u t i o n i s b e s t f i t t e d by (1-x ). Unfortunately D*-( p o t e n t i a l l y leading) a r e not s e p a r a t e d from D + (non-leading), however, t h e NA16 d a t a would i n d i c a t e t h a t most of t h e events must be D*-which would a g a i n i n d i c a t e leading production.
Fig. 2 shows t h e pi d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r t h e D-mesons observed i n NA16. No d i s t i n c t i o n i s observed between t h e l e a d i n g and non-leading s t a t e s ; t h i s could
however r e f l e c t poor s t a t i s t i c s . I n summary t h e r e f o r e we have evidence f o r both l e a d i n g production of t h e form and c e n t r a l production of t h e form d 2 s
a t a i n d i c a t e s t h a t l e a d i n g D s t a t e s
r e p r e s e n t about one t h i r d of a l l D's produced.
Fig. 1 5 d i s t r i b u t i o n -f o r (a) p o s s i b l e leading s t a t e s (D-+ DO); (b) non-leading s t a t e s (D+ and Do) and (c) t h e i n t e g r a l d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r a l l s t a t e s i n 360GeV
Cp i n t e r a c t i o n s .
Fig. 3 shows t h e c o r r e l a t i o n s i n c e n t r e of mass r a p i d i t y between r e c o n s t r u c t e d
DE p a i r s observed i n t h e NA16 d a t a . A s t r o n g c o r r e l a t i o n e x i s t s w i t h <Ay*>=0.49 f o r r e c o n s t r u c t e d p a i r s . Taking account of t h e s i n g l e r e c o n s t r u c t e d decays i n which t h e second charmed p a r t i c l e i s observed*in t h e bubble chamber b u t i s o u t s i d e of t h e spectrometer acceptance ( i . e .
-ve y ) i t i s estimated t h a t t h e mean r a p i d i t y ( f a p b e t w e e n a l l p a i r s i s ---1 . O . T h i s i s c o n s i s t e n t w i t h t h e e s t i m a t e o f P h i l l i p s
f o r t h e p a r t o n processes qq-tcc and gg-tcc w i t h m = 1.2 -1 . 5 GeV.
D-meson production in p-p collisions at& = 2 6 2 I I '
I "
-In pprD + x it is difficult to detect leading particle effects, if they exist,
because the only truly+leading particle that can occur is t h e 4 which takes two out of the 3 valence guarks of the proton.
We will discuss the /Ic data later. Leading Thus the data on D-meson production in p-p at 6 = 26.8 shows no obvious evidence for leading quark effects however the statistics are not yet able to sort out a mixture of leading ( l -~)~ and central ( l -~)~ production.
An interesting feature of the NA16 data is the low numbers of reconstructed pairs in the proton data (6 out of 30 D's appear as pairs compared with 14 out of 29 in theJrp data). This could be due to the other charmed particle in the pair not being a D-meson and being undetected or because the pair of D-mesons has a large rapidity gap so that the other member of the pair is in the backward hemisphere and hence outside of the spectrometer acceptance. The latter explanation is preferred and indicates a large rapidity gap.
/ \ : and F+ production Direct observation of A+ in the bubble chamber data is difficult because (a) the /\+ appear to be short lived (i~-2 x 10-l3 secs) and is therefore at the limit of vfsibility in the NA16 ex~erim~nt (not in its successor NA27), (b) kinematic ambiguities exist between the /\ , F and D+ decays which cannot be fully resolved without particle identification (;resent in NA27 but not NA16) and (c) the o3ly hadronic (reconstructable) decay mode with known branching ratio is A++K p n with a small branching ratio 2.2 * 1.0%. Nevertheless five events arg begt interpreted as in the N$16 p-p data compared with one event in the K p data. Similar difficulties exist for F and again the observed ratio is 5 in p-p compared with 1 in x p .
The xF distribution for all constructed decays in the NA16 p-p experiment is shown in flg. 5. The identified h: events have relatively high and could be part 3 of a (1-x) distribution. The F events (apart from one which coul be a misidentified D) are by comparison more central. Because of the uncertainties in event identification and the sensitivity vs x at very short lifetimes it would be dangerous to read too much into these few events. The final story awaits the NA27 proton data.
Indirect evidence _exists both in NA16 and E595 against any large-production of 1.5k8.4 exp (-2.7 + 0.7 p , ) . An emulsion search for charged decays to three charged particles without reconstruction has been made by the Bombay-Chandigarh-Delhi-Tammin Collaboration. Becfuse of the short distances involved a signal of 8 events is interpreted as due to A production (assuming 7-10-l3 secs) and leads to a high cross section 92 _+ 3S,ub/nucleon at 400 GeV/c. Other interpretations however are possible and the absence of any kinematic ryonstruction means that this should probably be interpreted as an upper limit to the Ac crosssection.
JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE Hadroproduction cross sections
Using the decays with known branching ratios the NA16 experiment yields: This is an inclusive single charm cross section for %>O; the pair cross section would equal this value if in squares, F* in solid circles (NA16 data).
Similarly the two experiments give independent measurements of the charm pair production by protons at & = 26.5. Symmetry about % = 0 allows the determination of the total pair cross section:
38 2 2. 16 pb Note that the E595 result is model dependent; depending on the exponent n of (1-x) n at production, the mean semi-leptonic branching ratio for the mix of states produced, and the "A" de endence used in scaling from production in iron. Values used are n = 6, P BR = 8%, and AZf3If n = 3 is assumed the E595 cross section reduces by a factor 2 whilst if an A dependence on atomic number were used the resulting cross-section would increase by a factor 3.8. Thus to make the results compatible we can either have n large i.e. mostly central produ574:n and A r referred by the data) or n small -3 i.e. diffractive production, and A
. It could well be that central and diff~active production have different A dependences and that some mix is involved as in the K case.
The ACCMOR collaboration also give a model dependent cross section, however using a model basically in agreement with the NA16 and E595 data but with the additional assumption that D* /D = 1 at production. They find:
NAll c(jp+Di + x) = (34 + This experiment has many of the positive features described above for NA16. The SLAC 40" bubble chamber equipped with a high resolution optics scannel (55pm) is used to directly detect the decay vertices of the charmed particles. The events are clean because production is near threshold and hence the vertices are not overlaid by other particles from production. The monochromatic photon beam is produced by back scattering a laser on the 20 GeV SLAC electron beam. The detection efficiency and hence cross section estimate however, depends on a number of factors viz.: the type of particle produced i.e. D ' D -, DODO, Don: etc., the dynamics of production, and the decay characteristics of the individual particles. The low beam energy results in relatively large decay angles and hence poor acceptance downstream. These questions are resolved by Monte Carlo techniques and the resulting uncertainties are reflected in the quoted errors. Nevertheless the result gives a cross-section close to threshold and is extremely valuable in estimating the resulting threshold s-dependence.
The CERN-Omega~hotoproduction collaboration have repeated a search for F-meson production inx-p interactions between 50 and 70 GeV/c. Data was taken using the tagged photon beam with the trigger requiring a forward charged multiplicity between 2 and 5 together with at least one photon greater than 2 GeV. The ,ydmass distribution shows a very significant %-peak after photons that ca? be associated : o make rro mesons have been removed. An F-signal is observed in ?lJtS(17 -6 events), Y K~ (14 9) events and rj.rr+~-ni (20+11 events). Cross sections are estimated assuming that the F-mesons are produced in pairs in a photon-gluon fusion model aqd carry the same forward momentum as the cc pair. A cut requiring the observed F= to have momentum greater than 20 GeV is applied; equivalent to observation only above xF = 0.25. The resulting model dependent estimates for the inclusive cross section to produce on F+F pair are given in the table. 
